
 

 

CENTRE FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT, NIT CALICUT 
 

 
The handbook codifies the norms and regulations pertaining to activities of the Centre 

for Career Development (hereinafter CCD). The handbook intends to streamline 

procedures and educate stakeholders on how the CCD operates. 

 

1. Vision and Mission 

 

Vision: Inculcate a career-oriented campus culture that moulds the undergraduate, 

postgraduate and doctoral research students of the Institute to pursue their 

academic and professional goals 

 

Mission  

● Liaison with talent acquisition teams of industries, consultant firms and research 

organisations for placement and internship opportunities. 

● Collaborate with alumni to facilitate exploration of career options for students. 

● Enhance the skill sets of students through training programmes so as to make 

them career-ready. 

 

2. Objectives of the Centre for Career Development 

 

The CCD has been established to empower the students with various skill sets 

required in their careers. CCD also educates the students on knowledge of the 

self, career options and various resources available through extensive training 

programmes. The CCD connects the students with various placement and 

internship opportunities in various sectors and extends support to the 

industries/organisations in the recruitment of the students.  

 

3.  Team @ CCD 

 

● Chairperson 

● Vice Chairperson (Placement) 

● Vice Chairperson (Internship) 

● Vice Chairperson (Training) 

● Student Coordinators (SPOCs) 

● Student Placement Representatives (PR) 

● Faculty Placement representatives  

● Technical Assistants/Office Assistants 

 

4. Internship Campaign 

 

The CCD gives due importance to the internship activities, which provides students 

an opportunity for career exploration and development, and to learn new skills. CCD 

invites various leading firms and reputed research organisations for the internship 

drive. The Internship drive for the pre-final year B.Tech students usually commences 



in the month of August every year. The companies have to register in the Genskil 

portal and submit the Internship Notification Form (INF) for participating in the 

Internship drive. CCD offers the following four types of internships for the students 

during their programme.  

 

● Two months internship for the pre-final year B.Tech students during the 

summer vacation (Mid May to Mid July). Some of the internship offers lead 

to the Pre-placement offer (PPO), depending upon the performance of the 

students during the internship period. The students have the right to 

reject/accept the PPO at the end of the internship period. If the student 

accepts the PPO from a firm, the student will be ‘placed’ in that firm and will 

not be permitted to attend the placement campaign in their final year. If the 

student rejects the PPO and informs the CCD team, within the deadline 

provided by the CCD, the student will be allowed to participate in the 

placement campaign.   

  

● Six months internship for the Final year B.Tech. students in the VIII 

semester. A student can go for six months internship in an industry/research 

organisation only if the student completes the academic requirements 

(except Major Project) by the end of semester VII, by overloading the courses 

of semester VIII in V, VI and VII semesters. A firm can extend a six month 

internship offer to the students along with the full time offer.  

 

● One year internship for the M.Tech students in their III and IV semesters. 

Some of the internship offers may lead to a PPO, depending upon the 

performance of the students during the internship period. If the student opts 

for the one-year internship offer from a firm with possibility of PPO, the 

student will not be permitted to participate in the placement campaign. 

However, the students who avail the one year internship without any chance 

of PPO, can participate in the placement campaign.It is mandatory for the 

students to submit a communication from the firm where they pursue their 

internships stating that PPO will not be extended to them, in order to 

participate in the placement campaign. The one year internship campaign 

commences in January/February every year 

 

● Six months internship for the M.Tech. students in the IV semester.   A firm 

can provide a six month internship offer to students along with the full time 

offer only. The six months internship campaign commences in 

January/February every year 

 

NIT Calicut strictly follows a single offer policy. If a student receives an 

internship offer from any firm, the student will be deregistered from the internship 

drive.   

 

 

 

 

5. Placement Campaign 



 
The Placement campaign for the final year students will usually 

commence in the month of August. The companies have to register in the 

Genskill portal and submit the Job Notification Form (JNF) for participating in the 

placement drive. NIT Calicut strictly follows a single offer policy. Once a 

student is offered a full time offer from any firm, the student will be deregistered 

from the placement campaign.  

 

6. Registration process 

 For the seamless conduct of the placement and internship campaigns, 

CCD avails the services of an online portal named Genskill, which is developed 

by a firm founded by our alumni. Recruiters, students and TPOs are provided 

with distinct logins in Genskill. The companies have to register in the Genskill 

portal and submit the Job Notification Form (JNF) for participating in the 

placement campaign and Internship Notification Form (JNF) for 

participating in the Internship campaign. Companies will be able to post JNF 

/INF, see the list of applicants, and mark the final selections in Genskill. It is 

mandatory for all students who are interested to participate in the placement and 

internship campaigns to register in the Genskill portal and join the relevant 

campaign. The Genskill App will display the status of the application of the 

student. 

 

7. Rules and regulations 

● Students should be available at the right time at the right venue for the 

Test/GD/Interview and should also be presentable in formal attire.  

● Clean and well pressed professional/business attire is mandatory for the 

students to attend Pre-Placement Talk/ test/ GD/ interview. 

● Highest Levels of Integrity and Ethics are expected from the students while filling 

the data required for the recruiters. If any information is found to be incorrect, 

strict disciplinary action will be initiated against the student. The students should 

strictly follow the deadlines specified by the CCD. No requests to extend the 

deadline will be entertained. 

● Malpractice during any stage of the selection process will be considered as a 

serious offence and the student will be debarred from the placement/internship 

campaign. 

● The students should read the Job description, if provided by the firm and should 

be well informed about the firm before applying for a job role. Once applied for a 

role, the student cannot withdraw from the process at any stage of the selection 

process. Under exceptional circumstances prior permission should be taken to 

withdraw from the selection process with due intimation to the PR. Any violation 

of the above will lead to the deregistration from the campaign for a minimum 

period of two weeks. 

● Follow and respect the hierarchy for all communications. The first point of contact 

for a student is the respective PR. Unresolved issues, if any, can be brought to 

the notice of the department faculty representative. In case no solution is arrived 

at, the FA/HoD can be contacted who can email to placement@nitc.ac.in. Only 

concerns received through proper channel will be considered.  

● Students should have an Impressive Resume with accurate contact details, 

mailto:placement@nitc.ac.in


linkedin profile, details of projects and details of courses done outside the 

curriculum. Students should have an appropriate email id related to their name.    

● In the case of the drives happening in the virtual mode, it is the responsibility of 

the student to ensure a reliable internet connection, Laptop with backup, proper 

background, functional camera & Mic etc. The students should follow the 

deadlines strictly. 

● The students should follow the deadlines for the strictly  

● CCD has the authority to impose punishments for the violation of rules. The 

punishments include the following: 

● Issue warning to the students   

● Rejection of profiles in genskil for a minimum period of two weeks. 

● Debar the students from internship/placement campaigns 

● Forward the matter to the Dean (Academic) for further action. 

 

8. Frequently Asked Questions 

● What if two companies proceed simultaneously and I am appearing for 

both?    

o You will be placed in the company which releases the offer first. As 

per the single offer policy the student will not be permitted to attend 

any further drives. 

● What if I have a list of companies and I would like them to visit the 

campus?       

o Give it to your PR, who will forward to us through the SPOC. Please 

provide the official contact details of the respective HR.   

● What if I am shortlisted for an interview, but then my senior tells me that it is 

a bad company?  

o The process starts with giving your consent. If you back out from the 

process, you are violating the rules of CCD. You should collect details 

about the company before applying. 

● I have been rejected by a company. I owe an explanation. Whom should I 

ask?  

o Nobody owes you any explanation. But, if there are consecutive 

rejections, you may share your concern with PR, PR will contact us, 

we may guide you.   NEVER contact the company personnel with 

“Why did you reject me?” 

● I am a B.Tech pre-final year student. What if I get a PPO after the completion 

of internship?  

o Make a decision, inform CCD within the specified deadline. If the 

student accepted the offer, he/she will not be permitted to attend the 

placement drive. But if the student rejected the PPO and informed the 

same  to the CDC team within the deadline indicated by CDC, he/she 

would be allowed to participate in the campus placement process. 

o For M.Techs: I have been selected for the internship starting from my 

semester III. What is the policy for me? Work hard and get a job from 

there, we will consider you only in Winter Regn.  if there is no chance 

for a job offer.is no chance for Job offer. 

● I am a M.Tech first year student. What if I get an internship offer for six 

months/ 12 months. 



o Once an M.Tech student gets an internship offer with a chance of Job 

conversion, the student will not be able to register for the placement 

campaign. It is the responsibility of the student to work hard and get 

an offer from the firm. If at any point of time the company informs CCD 

that there is no chance of full time offer conversion, the student will be 

allowed to participate in the further placement drives.  

o If an M.Tech student gets an internship offer with NO chance of Job 

conversion, the student will be able to register for the placement drive.  

ere is  

● What if I reject the offer from a company ? 

o Once a student has got an offer from any company, he/ she would be 

taken out from the placement/internship drive. 

 

 

************************************************************************************* 


